
Our highlight of the week in Europe will come from the ECB at 12:45
on Thursday, as the central bank releases its latest set of rate
decisions and its monetary policy statement. At present, our base
case is that the ECB will attempt to downplay the recent rise in
government bond yields, similar to the narrative we have seen
recently from the Fed Chair Jerome Powell in the US. 
We see an increasing likelihood that the bank could frontload its
Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) in the next few
weeks to demonstrate its willingness to maintain favourable financing
conditions. The bank may reiterate its dovish rhetoric, and allude to
the fact that they could increase the size of the PEPP if deemed
necessary.
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Equities: The main indices are slightly higher on the continent on Tuesday, DAX and
EuroStoxx50 up 0.30%. In London, the FTSE100 is moving higher as UK cases and deaths drop
to their lowest level for five months, leading PM Johnson to call for an early easing of
restrictions. VIX trading lower to $24.72 as futures rally in the US this morning, US speaker
Nancy Pelosi has said the House will take up the Senate's recent $1.9tr stimulus bill by
Wednesday.
Currencies: EUR/USD and GBP/USD are rebounding by roughly half a percent on Tuesday
following Dollar strength at the beginning of the week. The Dollar rallied so far this year, with
the DXY gaining 2.36% YTD on the back of rising Treasury yields and the expectation of a
robust US economic recovery. Euro vs Sterling is flat this morning having traded its lowest point
in a couple of weeks yesterday at 0.8670.
Safe-havens: Government bond yields are pulling back somewhat today, German Bunds
yielding -0.315% while US 10yr T-Notes are at 1.54%. Gold is paring yesterday's losses, rallying
this morning back above the $1,700 round figure.
Looking ahead: Tuesday afternoon looks set to be very quiet in terms of economic data
points, with things set to get busier from tomorrow onwards. The two main data points for
Wednesday will be the monthly US CPI inflation reading at 13:30 Irish time followed by the Bank
of Canada at 15:00. The main focus of the week for European traders will be the ECB's rate
decision on Thursday, we will then see UK monthly GDP and Canadian unemployment to round
off the week on Friday.

ECB This Week

Japanese GDP
Last night we saw the release of Japan's quarterly 'Final GDP' result,
indicating that the region expanded at a slower pace than was initially
reported in the preliminary GDP figure for Q4. Japan's change in the
inflation-adjusted value of all goods and services produced by its
economy grew by 2.8% q/q, versus the recent prelim Q4 results for
3.0%. Exports remained stable during the quarter, with both capital
expenditure and private inventories weighing on the data result.
The Japanese economy has increased by an annualised 11.7% over
the three month-period, weaker than the prelim result of 12.7%.
Despite the slight mark-down, this does represent the second
consecutive quarter of growth for the nation.
We are due to hear from the Bank of Japan late next week, as it
conducts a review of its policy tools to make them more "effective and
sustainable", after the Covid-19 crisis forced the central bank to keep
its radical stimulus programme in place for longer than was originally
planned.

Mortgages in Ireland
According to data from the Banking and Payments Federation Ireland
(BPFI), investors have moved away from buy-to-let mortgages and into
fund investments recently. The Federation stated that less than 1% of
mortgage drawdowns last year came from buy-to-lets, compared to
2006's 20%.
The report from the BPFI states that almost 44% of total mortgage
approvals during 2020 took place between September - December,
with 35,617 mortgages drawing down over the course of the year.
"The pandemic will continue to have a negative impact on housing
completions in 2021 because construction activity is not expected to
fully start again until April 2021, at least earliest, assuming public
health developments remain positive" said BPFI chief executive Brian
Hayes. "Given supply disruptions in the residential construction
sector in the first quarter of 2021 and the expected continued
demand for housing from certain cohorts of income earners as well
as the non-household sector, it is likely that the supply-demand
imbalance in the Irish housing market will continue during 2021" he
added.


